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Container Ecosystem

Fast, Predictable, Agile Delivery with 
Containers

The need for faster, predictable, and agile delivery has become 
critical.  Meeting those needs is not a simple task.  With 
containers, the world has become more complex, with many 
new components required to deliver and operate successfully.  
The appropriate use of containers can enable success by 
providing the flexibility and pipeline velocity to meet new 
business expectations. 

Understanding of Key Container Areas
Moving to containers impacts many areas of your environment.  
We will review several areas:

 • Microservices

 • Runtime

 • Management

 • Structure

 • Operate

Are agile cycles increasing your release frequency for delivering features?  Are business pressures accelerating 
expectations for how quickly features are released into production?  Are containers and microservices being injected 
into your organization?  Are you struggling to understand all the new components, processes, and approaches?  
Orasi can help you understand how to make container delivery a new, high-speed reality.

Get started with an understanding of containers ecosystem elements and understand the roles those elements play 
and how they are supported.

Containers bring many benefits but also introduce significant complexity!

Continuous Containers Deployments
Understanding the Keys to Container Success
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Continuous Containers Help Clear the Fog 

To meet modern demands for faster cycles, organizations must 
move towards a container footing, enabling execution with 
speed and agility, in an integrated and automated fashion, 
throughout the lifecycle.  This requires technology, process, 
people, and cultural changes.  

Continuous Containers Includes:

1. Containerization: A key to achieving Continuous 
Containers is containerizing existing and new 
applications.  

2. Container Automation: With faster cycles and required 
quality confidence, container automation is critical.  

3. Container Operations: Operating in a container 
ecosytem means changing traditional approaches to 
operations.  A core element is understanding the new 
tool chain and the overall lifecycle.

4. Container Connectivity: Building ephemeral 
environments that can consistently, quickly, and cost 
effectively be spun up and torn down is central to 
enabling the foundation for continuous testing.

5. DevOps: Maturing DevOps capabilities means 
connecting traditional silos, reexamining processes, and 
streamlining the lifecycle and pipeline.

6. Pipeline Integration:  A key piece in Contnuous 
Containers is understanding and integrating the tool 
chain and the overall lifecycle.

7. Containers Architecture: Driving to containers requires 
a well-thought-out architecture designed to meet your 
needs. 

8. Change Culture: Continuous Containers requires 
emphasis on changing the way people think at every 
level of the organization, the way people are connected, 
and the way they work. 

9. Align People and the Organization: Continuous 
Containers requires shifting responsibilities and 
empowering many teams and individuals to contribute 
throughout the lifecycle and pipeline.

Ready to Propel Your Journey with 
Continuous Containers?

No matter where you are on your Continuous Containers journey,  
we can help drive you forward with a pragmatic roadmap and 
high-quality delivery that will help your organization maintain 
the pace today’s business requires.  The outcome? Better 
alignment with business goals today—and greater resilience for 
technology evolution in the future.


